
Writeable after only 3 days, fully cured thereafter

Possible to prime and install the same day

Single Coat wet on wet applying whiteboard paint 
setup

UV Resistant / 10 year warranty against peeling

Incredible Surface, easy to clean and maintain

Add magnetic wallcovering underneath to create 
magnetism and multifunctional surfaces

Gain approved and perfect for interactive and short 
throw projectable surfaces

AquaWrite has the lowest safety codes on the market 
to date

THINK BIG
THINK LONG
THINK BROAD

THINK ALL COLORS 

Think all colors and 
surfaces possible,
without seams or chalk 
dust as your
upcoming whiteboard.

WRITEWALLPAINT PRODUCTS ARE PARTICULARLY SUITABLE 
FOR ANYONE WHO WANTS TO CREATE CREATIVITY-PRONE
ENVIRONMENTS FOR FUN, WORK AND EDUCATION.
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AquaWrite is a high performance whiteboard paint. It leaves a functional surface that allows you to remove color from standard whiteboard markers.

Water-based high-performance whiteboard paint 

AQUAWRITE 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
WHITEBOARD-PAINT 
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AquaWrite is a high performance whiteboard paint. It leaves a functional surface. That allows you to remove color from standard whiteboard markers.

Water-based high-performance whiteboard paint 

PAINT TYPE: WriteWallPaint is a water-based single coate 2k 
Polyurethane consisting of 2 components A and B, as well as adhesive primer based on Acrylate.
MIXING: Mix the entire content of component A with component B and thoroughly mix the paints together for 3 minutes. After 
mixing
components A and B, add water and stir again thoroughly for 3 minutes. After mixing, leave the �nished mixture to rest for a 
minimum of 15 minutes and then stir slightly before applying.
SHEEN: Approx. sheen 60-70
INSTALLATION TIME: 45 minutes after mixing A and B
DURATION: dry-to-touch after 4 hours
READY FOR USE: After 3 days
DILUTION: White 5 m2 AquaWrite whiteboard paint must be thinned with 50 ml. Water - Clear 5 m2 AquaWrite whiteboard paint 
must be thinned with 75 ml. water.
WARRANTY: 10-year surface warranty against yellowing and cracking with normal use.
APPLICATION: High �nish �ber roller of good quality, brush and spray gun.
PREPARATION: Prepare the desired surface so it is sealed and the background color is painted to opacity with a 100% acrylic 
paint. Gloss 10-20. Make sure the surface is smooth, even, do not rub off and is free from dust, or other dirt before applying. 
Apply WriteWallPaint AquaWrite whiteboard primer and whiteboard paint in accordance with the
instructions found in each kit.
SAFETY: Gloves, mask, and good ventilation - Paint code 3-3 / See template codes and data sheet here 
www.WriteWallPaint.com 
UPKEEP: Follow the WriteWallPaint Maintenance Manual - Use only recommended accessories. Never use permanent markers or 
sharp and abrasive cleaning items.

 

AQUAWRITE 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
WHITEBOARD-PAINT 

AquaWrite primer - Acryl - Water resistant - Water dilutable - Anti scratch.

High-performance primer 

APPLICATION: Whiteboard primer, Anti scratch, corrosion protective priming of steel plates, supporting structures, inside and 
outside. For drywall, Wood, Metal and most plastic.
FEATURES: Well adherent, anticorrosive and elastic.
PRETREATMENT: The surface cleaned of oil, grease and rust.
APPLYING: Brush, spray or roller.
GLOSS: Semi matt.
COVERAGE: Ca. 10 m2 per. liter.
DRYING TIME: ca. 45 min.
RETREATMENT AFTER: 5-6 hours with AquaWrite Whiteboard paint.
DILUTE: Water.
TEMPERATURE: Min. 10 Celsius/degrees.
CLEANING TOOLS: Immediately after use in water.
STORAGE: Dry and cool but frost-free, up to 12 months storage time.
SAFETY RULES FOR PAINTING: 00-1 (1993) Always follow the local safety regulation for each country or region.

Developed and produced in Denmark by www.WriteWallPaint.com, 
Theilgaards alle 9, 4600 Køge, Denmark. info@writewallpaint.com +45 20 84 21 31

AQUAWRITE
WHITEBOARD

PRIMER
Clear  -   White



Application & installation guide

10. Stirrer
11. Measuring cup for ml.
12. Covering cardboard / plastic
13. Cloth
14. Water
15. Moisture meter 

Prepare the following tools

1. Light
2. Gloves
3. Protection glasses
4. Fresh air mask
5. Brush
6. Roll bracket
7. 5 mm high �nish �ber rolls
8. Roll bucket or roll tray
9. Tape, blue

01 Initial layer
WriteWallPaints AquaWrite 2k water-based whiteboard paint transforms any well-crafted 
surface into a writable whiteboard. Keep in mind that the surface will be as good to write 
as the initial layer allows. Our primer and paint can be installed on top of almost all 
closed non-absorbent surfaces. Always choose a 100% acrylic paint gloss 10-20 as the 
background color, in either WHITE or the colour you want, and let it dry for a minimum of 
24 hours.
Remember to follow all drying times on all treatments as AquaWrite whiteboard primer 
and paints react strongly to water. Make therefore sure that the substrate is dry and 
well-executed. Use a moisture gauge if any doubts arise or wait to install. Also check 
that there is no moisture in the roller you use.
Cover and frame the areas you want as WriteWalls. Ideally use blue tape where the 
attachment is limited and best for the initial layer. The surface selected as the future 
WriteWall should be smooth, closed and non-contaminated, and subsequently the 
surface should be treated with WriteWallPaint AquaWrite whiteboard primer to �nish 
before the installation of AquaWrite whiteboard paint.

02 Prime
Always choose a 100% acrylic paint gloss 10-20 as the background color, in either 
WHITE or the color you want, and let it dry for a minimum of 24 hours, or according to 
the instructions supplied by the supplyer. Use light, inspect the newly painted areas from 
all angles, and always paint with the light. In order to achieve the best adhesion and 
performance, it is necessary to prime the surface with the AquaWrite whiteboard primer.
Use a 5 mm high �nish �bre roll. The roll should be taped and the tape must then be 
torn off again to remove excess �bres if necessary. Replace the surface with dirt, dust 
and irregularities to ensure that the surface is perfectly for installing either AquaWrite 
Ready or White whiteboard primer. A coloured surface will still be visible through 
AquaWrite Clear Whiteboard Primer. AquaWrite whiteboard primer has a drying time of 
5-6 hours at 20 degrees centigrade and ordinary air humidity, which enables AquaWrite 
Whiteboard paint to be installed the same day, under the same conditions.

03 Mix
Mix component A + B and stir thoroughly for at least 3 minutes (do not shake). Make 
sure to get all content out of the cans, otherwise this may have a negative outcome for 
the desired writable performance. Possible thickening material found in the bottom of 
the cans on bases must be thoroughly stirred in. After mixing component A + B, add to 
AquaWrite 5 m2 CLEAR version 75 ml water, for 5 m2 WHITE version 50 ml and stir 
thoroughly again for a minimum of 3 minutes. After that, the �nished mix must rest for a 
minimum of 15 minutes and �nally be stirred again before the application takes place. 
Mix for no more than 20 m2, as AquaWrite whiteboard paints dry quickly. Once the 
mixing of the components has taken place, you have approx. 45 minutes to install. 
Important, the thinning of water must take place immediately after stirring component A 
+ B. We recommend a light ventilation, without exposure to dust, and ensure that the 
safety rules are observed.

04 Application
AquaWrite whiteboard paint is to be applied in a single, moderately evenly distributed 
layer, with an even roll structure. Never stretch the paint that has been carefully 
calculated. There is no more or less in each kit than the number of m2 speci�ed. 
Stretching the paint will cause a negative outcome and reduce the otherwise desired 
performance capability. Install only at temperatures between 18-21 degrees centigrade, 
and without direct heat or cold, as well as at a humidity of approx. 60%.
Always paint with the light, and make sure that no traces or grease edges are left 
behind. Make sure the roller is dry before installation takes place, and is well worn into 
the whiteboard paint before using on the surface. AquaWrite whiteboard paints dry 
quickly when the paint is applied to a surface. Therefore, paint only 2 roll lengths and 
complete the area you are using. When rolling, the paint from the roll is deposited 
strategically in tempo and evenly distributed. Do not go back to where you previously 
have painted as it will tear up in the paint and create a double layer after a brief time. 
Crop only 1-meter access so pruning and rolling can now be painted wet in wet. Roll up 
and down at least 7 to 10 times, after which the area that has just been painted should 
be considered as �nished work. Too thick layers, too thin layers, double layers (not wet 
in wet) and dusty layers are not useable. Use light and inspect the newly painted areas 
from all angles. At large surfaces it may be advantageous to be two people, one to roll 
and one to crop. Ventilation is recommended if possible during installation of AquaWrite 
whiteboard paint, apply mask and necessary safety measures applicable to each region 
or country - See the included data sheets.

05 Finish
After the installation, it is important to let the surface rest, without dust whirling or any 
contact with the newly painted surface.1 hour after your perfect installation of AquaWrite 
whiteboard paint has taken place, the time comes for potential tape to be removed. If 
the tape has dried up with the paint, cut the edge away from the tape. Other coverings 
should be removed only when the surface is dry. Now there are only 3 days left for 
WriteWalling and great ideas to take place.
 

06 WriteWalling in 3 days
Congratulations on your successful installation of WriteWallPaint AquaWrite whiteboard 
paint. It takes only 3 days before the surface ready for use. Afterwards you are free to go 
crazy with your standard whiteboard markers. If you are not satis�ed with your 
installation, you can re-paint the surface with primer 72 hours after your �rst installation.

07 Maintenance
Always only use Micro �bre cloths for wiping WriteWallPaint surfaces. Use hot water 
supplied with a Micro �bre cloth, or WriteWallPaint Miracle Water, for daily cleaning as 
and when needed. Never use �exible board sponges or other material that can scratch 
or otherwise damage the surface. With severe colour impact throughout time from 
whiteboard markers, the surface can be neutralized with rubbing alcohol and water. 
Repeat the process until the surface is free of colour, and always �nish off with Miracle 
Water whenever rubbing alcohol has been used. If you treat your new WriteWall surface 
well and following the instructions, the joy will be long-lived. If you have questions, 
concerns, wishes or need for installation support, please contact us by e-mail at mail 
info@writewallpaint.com or via phone +45 56 28 21 31 www.WriteWallPaint.com, or 
your supplier.
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